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Wuhan Foreign Languages
School showcases student
paintings
By Liu Jia

The Wuhan Foreign
Languages School's annual art
and culture festival kicked off in
May. The 2018 event
showcases over 200 student
paintings and photos.
The fine arts teacher Cai
Peng selected paintings from
amongst over 350 works
submitted by students from all
three grades. The works include
oil paintings, watercolors,
Chinese paintings, and sketches.
Cai said that he was surprised
by the works because they show
the painters' focus on society
and current issues and not just
on flowers and plants. Half of
the works will be hung
indefinitely on the walls of the
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Wuhan ball boys to go to
French Open
The "Young" Project of the
Wuhan Open was launched on April
29. The project is a major part of
the "Wuhan Tennis Going into
Campus Program," which includes the
Wuhan Open Ball Boys Development,
the Youth Tennis Training Camp,
and the Search for Wuhan Open's
Stars of the Future.
At the launching ceremony, the
match director of the Wuhan Open,
Zhu Jianbin, issued special express
cards to the four ball boys who are
going to provide service in the
upcoming 2018 French Open. Since
the establishment of the Wuhan
Open in 2014, an agreement has
been established with the French
Open involving the exchange services
of ball boys. Between 2015 and
2017, the Wuhan Open has sent 12
ball boys to work at the France
Open.

Student paintings on display

teaching building. This is the
school's first student painting
show and is designed to give
the students a sense of

achievement and the pleasure of
being publicly appreciated, thus
an encouragement for them to
continue producing art.

Retired pilot helps toddler
fulfill "aircraft dream"

1,000 dogs participate in doggy marathon
By Wang Yaxin

Nearly 1,000 pet dogs participated on May 5 in the doggy marathon organized by Wuhan
Haichang Polar Ocean World.
The marathon was great fun for pooches, with an obstacle course set on the track including
climbing, hurdles, tire arrays, and round bars. The fastest dog completed the 5-km race in just 30
minutes.

A Magni rotorcraft was driving
back and forth on the runway of the
Hannan General Aviation Airport on
April 28. In the passenger seat was
a three-year-old boy named Mou
Yuezhi who was crying out with
excitement. Though not airborne, the
boy realized his "aircraft dream."
Hua Qiaoxin, 35, is a veteran
pilot. About a month ago, the little
boy happened to see Hua walking by
the kindergarten in a flight uniform.
The boy came to him many times
and asked him the same question,
"Can you teach me how to fly an
airplane, dear uncle?" Hua decided to
help the boy realize his dream and
posted their "flying experience" on
his WeChat Moments. Over 19,000
people have viewed it. "I'm really
happy to have helped him realize the
dream. I hope he'll bravely pursue
his dreams in the future," said Hua.

